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An Eﬀective Track Width with a 2D Modulation Code in
Two-Dimensional Magnetic Recording (TDMR) Systems
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SUMMARY
When the track density of two-dimensional magnetic
recording (TDMR) systems is increased, intertrack interference (ITI) inevitably grows, resulting in the extreme degradation of an overall system
performance. In this work, we present coding, writing, and reading techniques which allow TDMR systems with multi-readers to overcome severe ITI. A rate-5/6 two-dimensional (2D) modulation code is adopted to
protect middle-track data from ITI based on cross-track data dependence.
Since the rate-5/6 2D modulation code greatly improves the reliability of
the middle-track, there is a bit-error rate gap between middle-track and
sidetracks. Therefore, we propose the diﬀerent track width writing technique to optimize the reliability of all three data tracks. In addition, we
also evaluate the TDMR system performance using an user areal density
capability (UADC) as a main key parameter. Here, an areal density capability (ADC) can be measured by finding the bit-error rate of the system
with sweeping track and linear densities. The UADC is then obtained by
removing redundancy from the ADC. Simulation results show that a system with our proposed techniques gains the UADC of about 4.66% over
the conventional TDMR systems.
key words: two-dimensional magnetic recording (TDMR), 2D modulation
code, intertrack interference (ITI)

1.

Introduction

Two dimensional magnetic recording (TDMR) [1], [2] is
a promising high-density storage technology, which is expected to increase an areal density (AD) by up to 10 terabits per square inch (Tb/in2 ) [3]. This technology uses a
write-narrow, read-wide technique as opposed to the writewide, read-narrow method on a one-dimensional (1D) read
channel used in perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR).
Narrow track writing operated by shingled writing which
can greatly improve track per inch (TPI) gains. However,
the side-reading eﬀect of the reader is an unwanted consequence as it creates intertrack interference (ITI) from sidetracks which degrades overall system bit-error rate (BER)
performance. Track width reduction, implemented in order
to increase the AD, results to a serious increment of ITI effect. Consequently, this paper focuses on the main problem of TDMR - the severe ITI eﬀect. Previously, we have
proposed the use of a rate-5/6 two-dimensional (2D) modManuscript received May 28, 2018.
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ulation code (where every 5 bits are encoded to be 6 bits
of codeword [4]) to overcome the severe ITI eﬀect. This 2D
modulation code was designed based on cross-track data dependent readback. Data patterns such as [1 −1 1]T and [−1
1 −1]T are poor patterns, which lead to severe ITI eﬀect,
where [•]T is transpose operator. Therefore, these two patterns should not be allowed to record onto a medium. However, after the encoding process, these three data tracks can
be written, which this coherent writing process can be performed eﬀectively using an advanced Guzik spin-stand feature as presented in previous research work [5]. The data bit
is protected by a modulation code especially on the middletrack; thus, the middle-track can provide very reliable estimated data bits. Unfortunately, the data of both sidetracks
still encounters with an interference from the outer-tracks as
shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, we proposed the utilization of an ITI subtraction scheme [4] in order to increase the upper- and lowertrack performances by utilizing the high-reliable feedback
data from the middle-track. The optimal array reader position is also detailed in this paper. The position of upper and
lower readers are moved closer to the center reader to avoid
any ITI eﬀect coming from the outer-tracks as illustrated in
Fig. 1. In order to benefit from the proposed 2D modulation code which provides a high-reliable middle-track data
sequence, we propose using an unbalanced track width technique where three data tracks have unequal widths. The
diﬀerence between our proposed technique and interlaced
magnetic recording (IMR) is the track pitch and bit length in
each track of IMR become variable [6], whereas track pitch
is only one variable parameter for the proposed unbalanced
track technique and the shingled manner is employed for

Fig. 1 Unbalanced track layout, shingling direction, and readers position
before and after adding the head oﬀset.
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writing the data onto the medium. Using this technique, the
middle-track is narrower while the sidetracks i.e., upper- and
lower-tracks, are wider than the middle-track as depicted in
Fig. 1. It is very important to note that the servo and writing control systems may harder operate for the middle-track
due to its track width has smaller than normal track of the
conventional recording. Therefore, these two concern issues
have to be deeply investigated before utilizing our proposed
technique in the real application.
2.
2.1

Read/Write Channel Model
TDMR Channel Model

We model the granular media using a Voronoi diagram, perfect writing, and reader sensitivity based on Yamashita’s
work [7]. The parameters of granular media are defined as
follows: average grain size = 4.6 nm, average grain boundary = 0.9 nm, and grain size standard deviation = 9% as
displayed in Fig. 2. For perfect writing, we assume that the
write field from the writer only aﬀects to the write field cell
area where the write field area is 30 × 30 nm2 . Media grain
will be magnetized if its centroid is placed within the writing
area. Figure 2 (a) illustrates the zoomed-in magnetization
pattern using mentioned method, where the black dash line
indicates bit cell area. The writing track layout consists of
three data tracks i.e., upper-, middle-, and lower-tracks [l−1,
l, l + 1] while two outer-tracks [l − 2, l + 2] that are written
by using the random bits as shown in Fig. 1. The shingledwrite direction is begun from the track [l − 2]-th to [l + 2]th. The discrete Voronoi media is magnetized by the perfect writing method with a random magnetized background.
The reader sensitivity is generated from the fitting form of
a 2D finite element method output [7]. It results in a reader
sensitivity down-track pulse width at half-maximum (PW50 )
of 11.28 nm, and a cross-track magnetic read width at halfmaximum (MRW) of 18.44 nm as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Three
readers are used to read simultaneously with perfect timing
compensation. Generally, readers are positioned at the center of each data track. However, we propose to move the
upper and lower readers closer to the middle-track to avoid
the ITI eﬀect from the outer-tracks as depicted in Fig. 1.
The TDMR system diagram with the rate-5/6 2D modulation code and ITI subtraction scheme can be shown in

Fig. 2 (a) Bit cell area of magnetization pattern written by random data
on the media modeled by Voronoi model. (b) Reader sensitivity function.

Fig. 3. The readback signals obtained from the upper, center and lower readers are given as vl−1 (t), vl (t), and vl+1 (t),
respectively. These signals are produced by convolving the
magnetization of discrete Voronoi grains with each reader
sensitivity function where the center of each reader is positioned at the desired position according with head oﬀset
definition. Since spatial noise exists due to a zigzag grain
boundary, the noise-free signal is extracted using an ensemble of a waveform signal to noise ratio method, and the signal power is then calculated [8]. An additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN), nl (t) is generated for electronic and time
random noises. Here the signal to time random noise ratio is in the range of 20-25 dBs. The readback waveform
can be obtained by combining readback signals with AWGN
noises, i.e., rl (t) = vl (t) + nl (t) as shown in Fig. 3. However,
there is a slight diﬀerence with the conventional TDMR system, on the write channel, an user sequence uk ∈ {±1} of
length 12,240 bits is split into three sequences ak,l ∈ {±1}
with a length of 4080 bits. Then, the sequences ak,l will
be perfectly written onto a granular medium as described
above which they do not need to be encoded before writing process for the conventional TDMR system. On the
read channel, the readback waveforms, rl−1 (t), rl (t), and,
rl+1 (t) are filtered using a low pass filter and sampled
  into
discrete time sequences. The readback samples rk,l are
then equalized by 2D finite impulse response (FIR) equalizers, which are designed based on a minimum mean-squared
error approach with a fixed 3 × 3 2D generalized partial response (GPR) target [9], [10]. The 2D GPR target coeﬃcients can be obtained from the reader sensitivity by sampling the reader sensitivity at the center of the bit cell area
at center bit and
 its 8 neighboring bits. Then, the equalized
samples sk,l are sent to a modified 2D soft output Viterbi
algorithm (SOVA) [11], which exchanges the soft information among each track with NSOVA = 3 iterations.
2.2 Rate-5/6 2D Modulation Code and ITI Subtraction
The system diagram of the proposed techniques includes
the rate-5/6 2D modulation coding, and an ITI subtraction
scheme is shown in Fig. 3. The user data sequence uk ∈ {±1}
of length 10,200 bits is encoded by the rate-5/6
modula
tion code [4] that results in 3 sequences ak,l ∈ {±1} with
a length of 4080 bits. The rate-5/6 2D modulation coding
scheme, designed based on cross-track ITI avoidance, results in the middle-track will encounter a lower ITI eﬀect
because destructive ITI patterns such as [1 −1 1]T and [−1 1
−1]T are never recorded onto the medium [4]. As shown in
Fig. 4, the middle-track BER of the coded systems can provide a significant improvement when the width of all three
tracks are equal. At a linear density of 3386 kBPI, considering at BER = −2 decades, track density of the coded
system can be increased by about 180 kTPI over a conventional TDMR system. However, the coded system cannot
improve sidetrack performance as shown in Fig. 5. This is
due to the fact that the coded system is only designed to protect the ITI eﬀect on the middle-track while the sidetracks
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of the TDMR system with the rate-5/6 2D modulation code, and the ITI subtraction scheme.

the lower-track is being considered by giving the l-th = 0.
The estimated coded sequences of the middle- and uppertracks, i.e., âk,0 and âk,−1 , are fedback and convoluted with
the 2D target to generate the remaining ITI sequence of the
lower-track, ηk,1 . The remaining ITI sequence is then subtracted from the noiseless data sequence of the lower-track
that comes out of a recording 2D channel, sk,1 . Note that the
zeroes sequence will be also used to generate the remaining ITI sequence. For this paper, a 2D target matrix, H as
a symmetric matrix with the size 3 × 3 was considered and
can be defined as follows;
⎡
⎤ ⎡
⎤
⎢⎢⎢ h−1,−1 h−1,0 h−1,1 ⎥⎥⎥ ⎢⎢⎢ α β α ⎥⎥⎥
H = ⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ h0,−1 h0,0 h0,1 ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = ⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ δ 1 δ ⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
(1)
h1,−1 h1,0 h1,1
α β α
Fig. 4 Middle-track BER performance versus the kTPI of various systems. Bit length is 7.5 nm (3386 kBPI).

where, α represents the ITI and ISI coeﬃcients and δ and β
are the ISI and ITI coeﬃcients, respectively. The noiseless
data sequence of the lower-track, sk,1 can then be defined as
follows;
sk,1 = 1n=−1 1m=−1 hn,m ak−n,1−m
= αak+1,2 + βak,2 + αak−1,2 +
δak+1,1 + ak,1 + δak−1,1 +
αak+1,0 + βak,0 + αak−1,0 ,

(2)

where, ak,2 is the data of the outer-track that directly aﬀects
to the lower-track performance. However, the way to mitigate this ITI eﬀect will be described in Sect. 3.2. The estimated remaining ITI sequence of the lower-track can then
be produced using the following equation:
ηk,1 = 1n=−1 1m=−1 hn,m âk−n,1−m
= δâk+1,−1 + âk,−1 + δâxk−1,−1 +
αâk+1,0 + βâk,0 + αâk−1,0 .
Fig. 5 Average sidetrack (upper- and lower-tracks) BER performance
versus the kTPI of various systems. Bit length is 7.5 nm (3386 kBPI).

still encounter with the interference from the outer-tracks.
Consequently, an ITI subtraction scheme was presented to
improve sidetrack performance.
The idea of ITI subtraction is to utilize the middletrack data sequence to produce the remaining sidetrack ITI
sequences before subtracting both upper- and lower-tracks
as described in [4]. To achieve this, we first assume that

(3)

As mentioned above, the estimated recorded sequence
of the middle-track can provide the high-reliable data.
Therefore, we may assume that the last line of Eq. (2) is
equal to the final three terms of Eq. (3). Consequently, we
can use this data to produce the new equalized sequence of
the lower-track with its ITI eﬀect already subtracted using
sk,1 − ηk,1 . It is important to note that this subtraction process is operated just one time iteration and the symmetry
2D targets are employed for all three tracks. Then, this new
equalized sequence is re-sent to modified 2D SOVA. This
ITI subtraction process can be applied with the upper-track
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as operated on the lower-track.
As shown in Fig. 4, we will see that the ITI subtraction
scheme do not aﬀect to BER performance of the middletrack for all track densities because we only utilize the highreliable data sequence of the middle-track to improve its
neighboring tracks. However, the ITI subtraction scheme
can improve the average sidetrack BER performance especially at higher track density as shown in Fig. 5. At BER =
−2 decades, track density can be increased of about 80 kTPI
over a traditional coded system. Moreover, we also propose to move upper and lower readers to avoid outer-track
reading. Using an optimal oﬀset value by 10% of sidetrack
width as demonstrated in [4], the BER of sidetracks is dramatically improved with track density gains of more than
130 and 200 kTPI over the codeded with ITI subtraction
and conventional TDMR systems, respectively. However,
we found that the middle-track BER performance (Fig. 4) is
slightly better than the average sidetrack BER performance
(Fig. 5) when compared with the coded TDMR system that
performed together with ITI subtraction scheme and moving
upper and lower readers position. To improve this gap performance; therefore, the use of an unbalanced track width
technique is then proposed.
3.

3.1

Optimization of the Unbalanced Track Width Setting
User Areal Density Metric

An areal density capability (ADC) is one of the main parameters that is used to evaluate the performance of magnetic
recording systems [12]. The ADC test is a simple test performed that measures variable bit aspect ratio (BAR) [13].
During this test, the bit length and track width were
swept across the upper-, middle-, and lower-tracks. For each
sweep testing, the multiple data tracks are written on media with a certain linear density and squeezing-track width.
Then, the readers read the media before sending readback
signals to the read channel for data detection. Usually, there
are many detection targets. Bit length and track width are
swept until there is no erroneous bit in many data sectors
after a low-density parity-check (LDPC) is performed using
an iterative decoder [12]. To reduce simulation time, many
research works have assumed that the BER of around −1.5
to −2 decades at the SOVA detector output is adequate for
LDPC. It can correct the codewords perfectly, eliminating
errors within full iterations [14], [15].
Therefore, for this paper, we used a BER target of −2
decades as well as the BER target that was proposed by Seagate [15]. Thus, a BER = −2 decades line can be obtained
during the sweeping of a bit length and track width. The bits
per inch (BPI) and TPI are picked up from the BER = −2
decades line so that its bit length and track width provide
the maximum production of BPI and TPI. Eventually, this
maximum AD is calculated by BPI × TPI which is defined
as ADC. While, BAR can be also calculated from BAR =
track width/bit length. However, the ADC of the coded sys-

tems includes the number of redundancy bits added by 2D
modulation code. We need to remove the redundancy to reveal the number of user data bit in 1 square inch. Finally, an
user areal density capability (UADC) can be calculated by
multiplying ADC with code rate (R) i.e., UADC = ADC×R.
In addition, UADC = ADC for uncoded system.
3.2 Pre-Evaluation for Derivation of Unbalanced Track
Width
Since the middle-track BER can be improved by using the
rate-5/6 2D modulation code. However, sidetracks are still
weak against outer-tracks ITI. Besides the presentation of
10% reader oﬀset, we also propose to reduce the middletrack width and enlarge sidetrack widths to improve sidetrack performances. Here, we can find the optimal width
by measuring overall BER versus the change of sidetrack
width. Figure 6 shows the overall BER as a function of
various sidetrack widths for 3 total widths. The green uppointing triangles represent the BER bathtub of an unbalanced track width system where the total width of three
tracks is 45 nm i.e., [upper: middle: lower] = [15:15:15] nm.
The green, vertical line located at 15 nm indicates that the
upper-, middle-, and lower-track widths are equal to 15 nm.
It is clear that the peak of the bathtub is located on the right
of the balanced track lines. Therefore, it is possible to set the
track width both sidetracks to be 15.5 nm, while the middletrack width should be reduced to be 14 nm to get the best
performance for a total width of 45 nm i.e., [upper: middle: lower] = [15.5:14:15.5] nm, (1693 kTPI). Similarly, the
other total widths also have their bathtub peak on the right
side of their balanced points, which implies that we can also
increase track density by reducing the total width and writing the unbalanced tracks.
Since the track sizes are diﬀerent, the ADC evaluation
of unbalanced track recording is not the same as balanced
track recording. Here, each total width needs to be verified

Fig. 6 BER bathtub as a function of sidetrack width with various total
widths. Vertical dash lines indicate the location where three data track
widths are equal. Note that the bit length is 7 nm (3628 kBPI).
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Fig. 7 Minimum BER from the bathtub of the diﬀerent total track widths
of various bit length values.

in terms of its performance for various middle- and sidetrack widths. To do so, the peak of each bathtub needs to
be plotted for various linear densities as shown in Fig. 7.
The average track density can be picked up at BER = −2
decades and analyzed using a plot on a BPI-TPI plane. This
then allows us to get the ADC evaluation.
3.3

Areal Density Evaluation of Unbalanced Track Width

As mentioned in the previous section, the ADC can be defined as a line of BER = −2 decades on the BPI-TPI plane.
To do so, in a balanced TDMR system, the linear and track
densities are varied in ranges of 2400 - 4000 kBPI and 1100
- 2100 kTPI, respectively. Each BPI and TPI value was set
for the writing process. The data bits were then generated
randomly and fed to the read/write channel with the rate5/6 2D modulation code and the ITI subtraction scheme as
depicted in Fig. 3.
Consequently, the read channel outputs the estimated
bits, and BER can be calculated. For an unbalanced track
system, a BER = −2 decades line can be specified from
bathtub peak at various average track and linear densities.
Figure 8 shows BER = −2 decades lines for various TDMR
systems. The results show that the conventional TDMR
provides the ADC = 5.15 Tb/in2 at BAR = 2.24 while the
TDMR combined with the rate-5/6 2D modulation code can
improve ADC = 5.61 Tb/in2 at BAR = 2.11. However, since
the coded systems have to add a redundant bit every 5 bits,
the UADC becomes 4.67 Tb/in2 . For the TDMR with the
rate-5/6 2D modulation code and ITI subtraction technique,
the system gains TPI but loses small BPI, and yields the
ADC = 5.83 Tb/in2 (UADC = 4.85 Tb/in2 ) at BAR = 2. The
TDMR with a rate-5/6 2D modulation code, ITI subtraction
technique, and 10% oﬀset reader can provide the ADC of
6.18 Tb/in2 (UADC = 5.15 Tb/in2 ). Finally, with proposed
unbalanced track writing, ADC is improved to 6.47 Tb/in2
(UADC = 5.39 Tb/in2 ) at BAR = 1.9.
As expected, BPI gain is small while TPI gain in-

Fig. 8 BER = −2 decades lines for various systems. The solid large
marks show the ADC from the fitted lines.

creases dramatically because all of the proposed techniques
are designed to cope with severe ITI eﬀects. Especially at
lower BAR, the increment of BER = −2 decades location
in BPI-TPI plane is larger than higher BAR. The interference sources in lower BAR mostly come from ITI and it
can be dealt by using our proposed techniques. However,
reducing the bit length is very hard to do because it is limited by grain size. Therefore, BER = −2 decades location
in BPI-TPI plane at higher BAR cannot be improved as
much as lower BAR. Although the TDMR system with the
rate-5/6 2D modulation code and ITI subtraction has higher
ADC compared with the conventional TDMR system, but
the UADC is significant lower due to the rate loss. These
results reveal that the narrowing width of middle-track and
the rate-loss of the rate-5/6 2D modulation code become a
trade-oﬀ to get higher UADC. To overcome the UADC of
the conventional TDMR system, all techniques need to be
integrated together. Thus, the unbalanced tracks TDMR system with the rate-5/6 modulation code performed together
the ITI subtraction scheme and 10% reader oﬀset can oﬀer
the performance gain of about 4.66% over the conventional
TDMR system (UADC = ADC = 5.15 Tb/in2 ).
4.

Conclusion

We considered an user areal density capability (UADC)
metrics of various two-dimensional magnetic recording
(TDMR) systems using a variable bit aspect ratio technique.
The TDMR system with a rate-5/6 2D modulation code, intertrack interference (ITI) subtraction scheme, and oﬀ-track
reading yields the best bit-error rate (BER) performance using the proposed eﬀective track width with the middle-track
narrower than upper- and lower-tracks. The proposed techniques can improve the UADC of about 4.66% over a conventional TDMR, which mostly gains in track density.
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